A growing interest in complex networks theory results in an ongoing demand for new analytical tools. We propose a novel measure based on information theory that provides a new perspective for a better understanding of networked systems: Termed "information parity," it quantifies the consonance of influence among nodes with respect to the whole network architecture. Considering the statistics of geodesic distances, information parity detects how similarly a pair of nodes can influence and be influenced by the network.This allows us to quantify the quality of information gathered by the nodes. To demonstrate the method's potential, we evaluate a social network and human brain networks. Our results indicate that emerging phenomena like an ideological orientation of nodes in social network is severely influenced by their information parities. We also show that anatomical brain networks have a greater information parity in inter-hemispheric homologous regions placed near the midsagittal plane. Finally, functional networks have, on average, greater information parity for inter-hemispheric homologous regions in comparison to the whole network. We find that a pair of regions with high information parity exhibits higher correlation, suggesting that the functional correlations between cortical regions can be partially explained by the symmetry of their overall influences of the whole brain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the last few decades, complex network approaches have pervaded a number of scientific fields. This interest expanded, in part, by virtue of technological advances that acquire novel datasets such as brain imaging techniques and online communication networks [1, 2] . Besides much progress towards a general understanding of complex systems, the popularity of network modeling has resulted in a growing demand for new analytical methods. We use notions of the information theory [3] to create a new method for analyzing the influence of the network topology on nodes' behavior. The study of networks using concepts of information theory has increased in literature [4] [5] [6] [7] . The main assets of the method proposed in this paper are (i) the simplicity -it is based on an established metric of the network topology; (ii) the clear and interpretable meaning of the output and the convenience for experimental studies; (iii) the novelty in regards to an understanding of the overall influence of network topology on its nodes.
We are driven by the following questions: How are the nodes of a network influenced or influencing the overall structure? Does the overall network topology affect the nodes' role and local behaviors? We tackle these questions quantifying the similarity of influence patterns between pairs of nodes. In a networked system, the elements influence each other directly via links connecting them and indirectly via nodes that are two or more links away. The diversity of influences can be assessed by the geodesic distance matrix. In that matrix, the rows record the relative position of a node to the others [8] . Hence, the geodesic distances matrix is a key object to evaluate the symmetry of influences in networks [9] . Inspired by mutual information [3] , the measure proposed in this paper, termed "information parity," uses the distribution of geodesic distances to quantify the similarity of influence of pairs of nodes. In other words, information parity quantifies to what extent one can infer the influences of a node given the knowledge about influences of another. We use the general term influences because the meaning of relations depends on the nature of the links. For example, if the links represent a channel of communication, the information parity reflects how similar is the information received for two nodes in the network and how similar is their impact on the whole network.
We define the information parity formula in section II. In section III, we illustrate the potential of this measure by evaluating empirical networks. There have been many efforts to understand the phenomena of social ideological polarization [10] [11] [12] , that is, when a community splits in two groups with different opinions about one or more issues. Our results suggest that individual opinion in a polarized network are strongly influenced by the whole networks topology. Subjects -represented as nodeswith high information parity tend to choose the same side of polarization. Besides, we demonstrate that information parity can also bring valuable insight into studies of human brain networks unveiling patterns on anatomical and functional brain networks. Decoding network patters of brain networks is one of the major challenges of contemporary neuroscience.
II. METHODS
Let us define a unweighted and undirected network G(V, E), where V is a set of N nodes and E is the set of their links. The adjacency matrix A is defined here as A ij = 1 if a pair of nodes are connected and A ij = 0 otherwise. Links describe relations of different natures depending on the problem. Since it is often impossible to find a spatial embedding of networks and corresponding Cartesian coordinates, the geodesic distance is defined by the shortest number of links along a path leading from a specific node to another [8] . The geodesic distance matrix reflects the network topology. Each row of the geodesic distance matrix comprises the relationship of a node with all nodes of the network; it shows how the whole network is seen from that node's perspective [9] . We define p i (r) as the probability of finding a node in the network at a distance r from the node i and p ij (r) as the probability of finding a node at a distance r from a pair of nodes i and j:
where δ ·,· denotes the Kronecker delta, {D ij } i,j=1,··· ,N is the geodesic distance matrix, and the parameter r assumes integer values in the interval 1 ≤ r ≤ r max with r max being the nodes' maximum neighborhood radius [9] . The information parity is defined as:
This formula differs from mutual information [3] because it does not consider a joint probably of two random variables. Instead, it considers the probability of two nodes being equidistant to the same node. Unlike mutual information, the information parity may assume negative values. In that case, the pair of nodes evaluated does not have a considerable amount of common influences corresponding to a high geodesic entropy [9] . The negative values can be considered as a "information disparity." Information parity quantifies the similarity of influences for a pair of nodes taking into account their relative positions in the network structure. One can also consider r i and r j in the definition of the probability p ij (r i , r j ) as two independent parameters. Then, I ij quantifies how the influences of i is constrained to the influences j, and vice versa. See supplementary material for further information. In this paper, we focus on the special case where the distances are constrained r i = r j = r, that is, we consider the network neighborhoods equidistant to nodes i and j. This simplified case has an intuitive meaning: the higher the information parity of a pair of nodes, the more similar are their interaction patterns in the network.
In order to illustrate the capability of the influence symmetry, we address two relevant problems in networks science: ideological polarization in social networks and bilateral symmetry in human brain networks. The approach can be easily transferred for other contexts as well as generic classes of networks.
III. RESULTS

A. Social network with ideological polarization
We evaluate the information parity of a small and welldocumented social network known as Karate-club network, firstly studied by Zachary [13] . This network have been extensively explored in the literature, becoming a classical example of an ideologically polarized social network. In short, a disagreement between the president of the club and one of the instructors led to an ideological polarization resulting later in a rupture of the club. One part of the members left along with the instructor, Mr. Hi, and the other part stayed in the original club [13] . The topology of the Karate-club network was defined by Zachary according to the personal relationships between the karate-club's members. He proposed a model to detect the polarization considering the structure including the strength of connections between members [13] . Later, Girvan and Newman demonstrated that the polarization could be detected considering only the structure of connections [14] . Using the unweighted and undirected network, we show that the individual decision, about which group to join, is reflected by the information parity.
Figure 1 (a) shows the information parity matrix of the Karate-club network. The matrix elements refer to the information parity between pairs of members and are reordered according to the two groups for better visualization. Note that the information parity between members of the same group is greater than between members of the opposed group. These relations are depicted by colored connections on top of the original network (dashed links) in panel (b). Figure 2 compares the distribution of information parity within the same group (blue) and between the two groups (red) for members of Mr. Hi group and Officers group in panels (a) and (b), respectively. Note that, for the subjects where the information parity is not greater inside its group (members/nodes 17 and 32), the difference between inter-and intra-group parity is not significant. Similarly the difference for subject 9, which is a subject miss-classified by Zachary [13] , is not significant either. This example shows that the measure of information parity can help to understand the functioning and limitations of communities detection algorithm [15] . The distribution of neighbors of a node in dependence on the neighborhood radius reflects the diversity of influences concerning this node [9? ]. If two members share exactly the same structure of influences, that is, they are equidistant to the same individuals, they receive the same quality of information and tend to have similar perception and opinions. This explains why members with high information parity chose the same side after the fission, although they might not have a direct link; they are exposed to similar information which impacted their decision. Therefore, information parity is a valuable resource for creating strategies to analyze the influence in social groups, e.g., with respect to ideological polarization. One can use the knowledge of information parity to control the information flow on a network, for instance, by introducing strategic connections to reduce network polarization via a few local interventions.
B. Bilateral symmetry on anatomical brain networks
As a second example, we evaluate the information parity between human brain cortical regions with interhemispheric spatial correspondence regarding the structure of the anatomical connections. The data evaluated here was firstly studied by Kahn et al. [16] . See supplementary material for further information. Anatomical networks are generated from structural connectivity maps built by tracking the white matter fibers linking cortical regions [17] . High information parity between cortical regions indicates that they potentially have similar influences taking into account the whole structure of the whole brain. Figure 3 (a) shows the information parity matrix of one subject with the regions reordered according to right and left hemispheres. The illustration in panel (b) depicts the magnitude of the information parity between inter-hemispheric homologous cortical regions expressed by the color and size of the nodes. Note that the information parity of cortical regions situated on the mid-sagittal plane is significantly higher than the others. In panel (c) we compare the average information parity (over 21 subjects) of all pairs of homologous inter-hemispheric cortical regions. Several regions show negative information parity, or information disparity, indicating a strong lack of overlapping relations. The average information parity over all possible pairs of nodes in the network is I ≈ 0.07, considerably lower than the average for the regions on near the mid-sagittal plane. The data presented here refer to networks with mean degree k ≈ 20, but we find that the qualitative behavior does not change varying this parameter. We describe on the supplementary material the method we use to generate unweighted networks. The interpretation of these finding requires further analysis and is out of the scope of this article. One possible hypothesis is that the greater information parity near the mid-sagittal plane could be due the proximity to the corpus callosum, the largest white matter structure connecting the hemispheres [18] . Another possibility is that the divergence between these regions and the other regions results from the limitation of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) image to mapping properly all anatomical connections, in particular between the two hemispheres [17, 19] .
C. Bilateral symmetry on functional brain networks
Functional brain networks are derived from temporal correlation between regional activities [17] . A link in these networks denotes a statistical dependence between cortical regions signals. High correlation reflects a functional relationship according the leading paradigm on neuroscience, i.e., regions that show correlated signals support similar function [20] [21] [22] . Information parity evaluated in functional networks quantifies the overall statistical dependencies of one cortical region of the brain having information of the statistical dependencies of another.
We evaluate information parity in functional human brain networks that are acquired from functional magnetic resonance images of subjects in resting state with open eyes; no frequency filter were applied. The functional matrices are the same used in the study of references [23, 24] . Our focus is again in the inter-hemispheric homologous cortical regions, that is, regions spatially correspondents placed on opposite hemispheres. We binarized the functional maps to define unweighted networks using a threshold method [25, 26] . See supplementary material. Figure 4 (a) shows the correlation matrix of one of the subjects on left and the information parity matrix on right. The matrices are reordered to split right-left hemispheres. Panel (b) compares the average of information parity of homologous inter-hemispheric regions with the average over all pairs of regions for each of 26 subjects. The bars represent the standard deviation considering different network densities. The average information parity between homologous regions are significantly greater when compared with the average mutual information between all cortical regions. Panel (c) shows these two information parity values -evaluated over the average of all subjects -in dependence on the average degree, that is, the network density. The values of information parity are different for each subject due to the natural variation on functional activity among distinct subjects [27] . Unlike anatomical networks, there is no significant discrepancy among the pairs regions. In particular, all evaluated pairs of bilaterally homologous regions show relative high information parity. We argue that high information parity between cortical regions could contribute to an increase of correlation of their signals. In other words, the symmetry on the overall statistical dependencies influences the local functional connectivity. Panel (d) relates the Pearson correlation and the information parity of all pairs of regions. Note that nodes with high information parity tends to have high correlation. The gray plot depicts the information parity considering only the first neighbors, that is, only the direct influences. A linear relation is also observed in this case with a smaller slope.
The influence of common first neighbors on the correlation between cortical regions signals has previously been suggested in synchronization models of brain networks [23, 28] . Our analysis corroborates with these results. Moreover, we extend them; the correlation is not only influenced by the common first neighbors but by the symmetry of neighbors considering the overall structure.
IV. DISCUSSION
Aiming to characterize nontrivial symmetries on complex networks, we have proposed a novel method based on statistics of the geodesic distances distributions. The probability distribution of the geodesic distances reflects the diversity of influences that each node is subjected to [9] , taking into account direct and indirect influences. On the other hand, the probability distribution to find equidistant neighbors reflects the diversity of common influences for a pair of nodes. Information parity quantifies the congruity of influences between nodes imposed by the whole network structure, that is, how similar is the information that a pair of nodes share considering the whole network topology. We have selected three problems of network sciences to illustrate the potential of the information parity. Our analyses have indicated that individual ideological orientations in social networks are strongly influenced by the information parity between members of a community. Information parity reveals the role of each individual in the network.
We have also characterized bilateral symmetries evaluating information parity of homologous cortical regions in human brain networks. We have detected that on anatomical networks regions near the midsagittal line have a significant greater information parity. This can be explained by the brain anatomy or limitations of the data acquisition technique. We also have shown that on functional brain networks, information party is high for all inter-hemispheric homologous regions. Our results have indicated that the correlation between cortical signals is influenced by the nontrivial symmetries quantified by information parity.
V. CONCLUSION
Information parity is an insightful tool for the analysis of complex networks. The few problems explored here can be largely extended. One can explore, for example, functional correlations of the brain under task-evoked conditions or disorders and underlying brain plasticity rules. Similarly, sophisticated strategies to promote or avoid ideological polarization in social networks can be developed on the basis of the information parity. Consider, for instance, adding or removing links to a social networks based on the information parity. The concept of information parity has the potential to bring valuable insights for many other fields of network science as well. 
D. Brain datasets
Anatomical brain networks
The anatomical networks we evaluated here are the same of reference [30] ; we consider only the first MRI scan section of 21 subjects the AAL atlas for 90 regions. The data are available on the website https://complexsystemsupenn. com/. We normalized the weighted matrix {W ij } i,j=1,··· ,N created from diffusion imaging tractography to force it variate from 0 to 1; the adjacency matrix was designed by considering A ij = 1 when W ij is greater than a defined threshold. Because the qualitative results does not change according the threshold we choose the ones that yield network with average degree k = 20.
Functional brain networks
The functional networks explored in this paper was obteined from fMRI data of 26 subjects in resting state with open eyes. The data are same studied in the study of the reference [28, 31] . The raw fMRI data are available on the 1000 Functional Connectome Project website (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/; data "Berlin Margulies" [32] ). The functional matrices were created considering the whole frequency spectrum, without any filter.
We create the unweighted networks thresholding the correlation matrix {C ij } i,j=1,··· ,N . The adjacency matrix elements are define as A ij = 1 if the C ij is greater than a defined correlation threshold and A ij = 0, otherwise. To ensure that the threshold does not influence in the results, we evaluate a range of thresholds that yield networks with different densities. The influence of the network density can be observed in the figure 4 (c). The method used here is described in the references [4, 25, 33] . 
E. List of brain regions
